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Liza[ edit ] Liza is very scared and sensitive, usually not wanting to resort to methods that will result in others
being hurt, even if they are a monster. Melody[ edit ] A close friend of Liza, and in most situations, is the
bravest of the group. She is also very competitive with Eddie. Howard[ edit ] A friend to Liza, Melody, and
Eddie, he is very logical and intelligent. Eddie[ edit ] Eddie is the tough guy of the group. He is always
making fun of his friends when they believe they see monsters and continuously attempts to prove them
wrong. Jeepers[ edit ] Mrs. Other teachers before her quit because of their class, but Mrs. Jeepers is the only
one who can keep them under control, due to their fear of her. Her family is from Transylvania. Despite her
bizarre family and unusual behavior, it is never known if she really is a vampire. Jenkins[ edit ] Mr. Jenkins is
the camp counselor of Camp Lone Wolf, and some think he is a werewolf. He comes off as a mean, tough
man, but is sometimes shown to have a soft side, especially towards nature. He has two known cousins, one
that dances hula, and one who ran for president. Jeepers, it is never known if he really is a werewolf. He is a
tall and hairy man who wears torn clothes and a dog collar, and often demonstrates his characteristic howl.
Victor[ edit ] A brilliant scientist residing in Bailey City. Some people think he is, or may be related to, the
original Dr. After his first appearance, he argues with Frank, prompting the two of them to separate, but they
make up later on. Carey[ edit ] Carey is the popular, rich girl at Bailey Elementary. Although she comes off as
a spoiled brat, she does tend to care about what is going on around her, especially when it comes to Mrs.
Jeepers being a "vampire".
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"Little apple." "A Little Apple paperback." RL 3 The Bailey School kids are trying to find out if Mr. Drake, the old school
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About the Book. When former school counselor Mr. Drake returns to town as the leader of the BATs, who will be
performing at the annual Winterfest, the students at Bailey School are certain that the festival will turn into a feast for
vampires.
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After they hear the BATs practicing in Mrs. Jeepers' basement, the Bailey School Kids suspect that the BATs are plotting
to take over the town. Can they expose the BATs for who they really are and save the town in time?
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